


Explain the meaning/connections behind each 

of the pictures you drew or pasted 

Mrs. Sandoval-ERHS 

1. What Queen 
Isabella Thought I 

did 

2. What my crew 
thought I did 

3. What the Taino 
Native Americans 

thought I did  

4. What explores 
after me thought   

I did 

5. What I thought       
I did 

6. What I actually 
did 
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Directions: Complete the meme below for Christopher Columbus. Images can 

be hand drawn or printed & pasted. “ca  the QR Code for What People 
Thi k I Do  e e example.  

http://ct.perceptionvsfact.com/ol/pf/se/i51/5/5/7/frabz-TEENAGER-What-my-friends-think-I-do-What-my-mom-thinks-I-do-What-03122f.jpg
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Directions: Complete the meme below for Christopher Columbus. Images can 
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1. ________________ 2. ________________ 3. _________________ 

4. _________________ 5. ________________ 6. ________________ 
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Overview:  
You will showcase your understanding 

of the subject matter by completing 

the What People Thi k I Do  e e. 
 

What is a Meme? 
A humorous image, video, piece of 

text, etc. that is copied (often with 

slight variations) and spread rapidly 

by Internet users. 

 

 

Directions: 
1. Usi g the What They Thi k I Do  descriptors 

provided for each of the 6 boxes draw a 

picture or copy and paste a picture that would 

have a connection to that phrase.  

2. If your handout is not provided with the 

descriptors you will need to create meaningful 

What They Thi k I Do  sayi gs for each of the 
6 boxes that will showcase your understanding 

of the subject matter. 

3. Make sure you understand your subject fully 

when creating/finding images that you choose 

4. In the rectangles to the right of your meme 

you will explain the symbolism/meaning 

behind each of your images. Your explanation 

should be detailed and in complete sentences. 

This is how the teacher will know if you truly 

understand the subject matter.  

 What People Thi k I Do       
            Meme Example Online Meme Generator: 

http://www.whatireally.com/ 

http://www.whatireally.com/
http://www.whatireally.com/
http://www.whatireally.com/


Extras 

• Meme Generator  

• Example- Students 

• Example-Teachers 

http://www.whatireally.com/
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